A simple method for NMR photography.
The application of a multi-frequency weak pulse to a liquid crystal can excite narrow 1H NMR peaks at the applied frequencies. By using two-level amplitude coding, namely setting the amplitudes of some of the harmonics to zero, this method can be used to store up to 1024 bits of binary information in the liquid crystal molecules. When the information is retrieved in the form of a spectrum, which is plotted as an array of 32 or 16 segments, the stack of spectral segments reproduces a 2D input pattern quite well. This technique is called "NMR photography." The original method was a pseudo-2D technique that applies the 1024-frequency pulse in the first step, and reads the signal row-by-row in the second step. The present improvement involves subtracting two spectra obtained with the same 1024-frequency pulse but with different durations, so that the method becomes a 1D technique, with a tremendous saving of experimental time. Several examples are given to illustrate the results.